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Energy Landscape and Quantum Effects

O2-

m+
e.g. Zero-point-energy (ZPE) dominated by stretch mode and

the  quantum correction factor (QF) for A  is typically +20%

Rotation modes may also shift A significantly, e.g. the QF is 
found to be -150% for muoniated acetone (CH3)2CO-Mu

Local minima 
from DFT



Example of ALC in Solid Benzene
CASTEP plane-wave DFT (SCD) gives six distinct sites
and their associated hyperfine tensors

CalcALC simulates the corresponding ALC spectra

Quantum tunnelling of radical states is needed 
to describe the ALC spectra at low temperatures

The resonances reflect both intra-molecular 
tunnelling and inter-molecular tunnelling

An entangled state of the muon, the electron 
and two protons is involved in the tunnelling



A more Complicated Molecule: Alq3

At least 36 distinct sites are possible
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Site groups 2, 3 and 5 are missing



Even more complex: D0 ALC Spectrum for Vitamin E



Diamagnetic Muon States: QLCR

Hexagonal BN

QLCR is a cross-relaxation between: 

Muon Nuclear
Zeeman and quadrupole
Splitting splitting

Quadrupole splittings depend on:

Nuclear spin (I)
Nuclear quadrupole moment (Q)
Electric field gradient (EFG) - DFT



CalcALC: Capabilities and Requirements
Capabilities:

Simulating and interpreting ALC and QLCR spectra in both solid and liquid/gas phases 
using density functional theory (DFT). The steps involved are:

1) Input molecular structure from a file in pdb format
2) Selection of muon addition or substitution sites, DFT method, charge, spin states etc. 
3) Preparation of a set of Gaussion09 jobs for different sites
4) Job submission to SCARF, monitoring of progress and return of output files
5) Hyperfine and quadrupolar parameters extracted from output (CASTEP Magres also)
6) Spectra defined and calculated using the Quantumtools python libraries (James Lord)
7) Results plotted out using the GLE graphics layout engine

Requirements:

1) A Windows PC or a Windows virtual machine
2) A user account on the STFC compute cluster SCARF
3) Scp and ssh functions provided by the Putty package
4) Python 2.7 as provided by a Mantid installation for running Quantum
5) GLE as included in a WiMDA installation for plotting the spectra

Website: http://shadow.nd.rl.ac.uk/calcalc



CalcALC: From Molecule to ALC Spectrum via DFT



Input Structure Files

Require structure in pdb format with HETATM or ATOM entries specifying absolute 
atom positions and CONECT entries specifying their connectivity

The OpenBabel utility is available to convert from other structure formats



Creating and Running Jobs



Results Table Window



Results Table Window: QLCR Mode



Spectrum Table Window



Calculating and Plotting ALC/QLCR Spectra



Fine Tuning Spectral Plots: Python and GLE files



Future Additions

a) Input formats

• Molecule structure from other file formats

• Reading output from other DFT codes, e.g. Quantum Espresso

b) Site handling

• Averaging hyperfine/quadrupolar parameters for groups of sites

• Treatment of site pairs

c) QLCR mode

• Better handling of isotopes

• Treatment of quantum corrections for the EFG

d) Longer term

• Include measured data in plots and allow parameter fitting

• Extend towards periodic systems



Summary

CalcALC provides an easy way to rapidly estimate ALC and QLCR spectra 

Hybrid SE/DFT method produces results in minutes to hours 
(Pure DFT/DFT method needs hours to days)

CalcALC is available at the website:

http://shadow.nd.rl.ac.uk/calcalc

Please contact me at francis.pratt@stfc.ac.uk if in need of any help 
and also to provide your valuable feedback 

http://shadow.nd.rl.ac.uk/calcalc
mailto:Francis.pratt@stfc.ac.uk

